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Chemical Engineering EEP 

 
Identify the evidence you currently use (beyond GPA) to determine that your undergraduates 
have achieved the objectives you have for them. 
 
We use: student surveys both pre- and post-graduation; alumni surveys; advisory board surveys 
and input; and placement data and trends. 
 
What changes has the department made in its undergraduate program(s) and offerings based 
on the results of the evidence described in the previous section, over the last few years? 
We have made the following changes:  

• Faculty hiring and related items (hired & hiring new faculty to enhance teaching & 
research & teach core courses) 
• Established new electives as part of teaching plan 
• Enhanced student access to faculty for advising and mentoring 
• Physical infrastructure upgrades and safety: new bio lab; completed alumni fund raising 
& running; senior laboratory upgrades and repairs: under way; undergrad laboratory fund 
raising: large equipment 
• Enhancing advising: hired departmental co-advisor 
•  Securing mentoring; TA supplementary assistantships to enhance TA engagement and 
accessibility  
• Developing career preparation elective 
• Incorporated Ethics, Career Options and Safety into Seminar Curriculum and reviewing 
with faculty for incorporation into mainstream curriculum. 

 
Please describe the focus of your inquiry and explain why this inquiry is important to your 
department right now. 
 
Based on undergraduate listening sessions and faculty discussions, we are currently 
undertaking several enhancements to the undergraduate curriculum. The key points include:  

• Curriculum is heavily loaded to junior and senior years. Increasing the rigor and 
emphasis in the early years to help students decide better if ChE is appropriate for them.  

 

UMass Amherst’s Educational Effectiveness Plan (EEP) provides departments 
with an ongoing structure for conducting systematic inquiry into the 
effectiveness of their efforts to support student success. For the first phase of 
EEP, departments answered a series of prompts about their current 
educational effectiveness efforts, and their inquiry plans. Here we provide an 
edited version of this department’s responses. 
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• Increasing our materials science electives is strategic to both the students and faculty.  
• Advising will provide the students a more complete and realistic view of the ChE 
curriculum and career so that students may make a better early stage selection of majors.  
• Computational skills and mathematics preparation are needed in the early years.  
• Academic honesty is a very serious issue at UMass what is the best way to address it. 
• These points are important because they will help students better select majors, be able 
to broaden their experience and develop an ethical foundation for future careers.  
 

We would like to focus our specific inquiry on the teaching of ethical conduct in the engineering 
profession.  Ethical conduct is a key element in the post-graduate workplace and a focus on 
academic honesty is an important component of the education at UMass which prepares 
students for this important workplace requirement. Our approach includes several steps.  First 
(ongoing) understanding the current state and associated data by holding listening sessions 
with students, alumni, faculty and small group discussions with students.  Second, collect and 
analyze the data with the undergraduate program committee and faculty. Third, implement key 
actions.  This inquiry is being done in parallel with near term actions such as incorporation of 
ethics and safety in the undergraduate seminar and select courses. 

 
What evidence do you plan to use to inform your inquiry focus? And, what are your initial 
thoughts on how you will collect this information? 
 
We conduct student voice of customer assessments.  This will be coupled with senior and post- 
graduation surveys and senior critique. 
We have post-graduation surveys that differ from the senior survey results.  It would be very 
helpful to have a broader sample size in the post graduate survey because this may be more 
indicative of overall experience than surveys conducted in the midst of coursework and also 
allow the students to evaluate their experiences versus their work environment. 
 
What are the Student Learning Objectives for your department or program(s)? 
 
Chemical Engineering, B.S. 

• To prepare graduates for careers in the professional practice of chemical engineering 
and allied professions at advanced levels including industrial, teaching and research careers 
• To prepare qualified students interested in further study for post graduate programs 
• To develop, present and defend (in writing and orally) independent high-quality 

research programs and disseminate resulting knowledge. (Graduate students primarily 
but also includes undergraduates.) 

 
Experiential Goals 

• Industrial coops and Internships 
• Laboratory research 
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Chemical Engineering, Ph.D. 

• Prepare graduates for productive careers in research in the Chemical Engineering 
profession, and in the related applied mathematical, physical, chemical, materials, and life 
sciences, including careers in industrial R&D, as well as academic and government research 
careers. 

 
 


